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the largest buyins offered in tournaments are generally going to be a 1 in 2 payout ratio. this means that if you miss,
its your money. these are the tournaments you want to avoid. the players have to build quite large stacks on their

own, which will be difficult at times. if they have a big win, it will usually be possible to double up and reclaim most of
your losses. this will be possible, but the cost of doubling up will be very high. you must be careful to avoid these

situations. in some cases, it is common to see up to 100% of the field finish without a single cashing! this can make
for some exciting tournament poker! wasted tourneys have run for five minutes or for eight weeks. the players that
dont win are paid the same, and you are paying the players that do win. thats the main reason they will run a fast

tournament. it saves them money now, i know this seems really easy. but, knowing that we are in a game that
depends on pots and blinds and such, its really important that we know what all of these terms mean. in poker,

blinds refer to the buy in amount for a tournament. the blinds are the amount of money that the house pays into the
tournament. so, if the blinds are 100, this means that the players or the house will put in 100 times the amount that

theyre going to bet. so, to give a basic example, lets say the blinds are $5/$10. so, if the blinds are 100, then the
players will put in $500 in. and, the tournament would be a buy in of $1,000. i only recommend going to about three
different sites, as well. just to make sure that i know what to look for. don't go to about five different sites, because

itll just slow you down, and youll end up having to research five different sites. let me give you an example. lets say i
find a site where the sign up is the greatest and they have a great comp for the first 100 people that sign up. i get

there, and it looks like a pretty good tournament. theyre willing to run extended play and have a super deep
tournament that theyre willing to run for a really good price.
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